Happy 80th Birthday Robin!
WMC MEDIA APPEARANCES
FCC should clear Limbaugh from airwaves

Jane Fonda, Robin Morgan, Gloria Steinem and Special to CNN
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Editor’s Note: Jane Fonda, Robin Morgan, and Gloria Steinem are the Co-Founders of the Women’s Media Center.
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WMC Live #259: Erica Gonzalez, Maya Dusenbery. (Original Airdate 9/23/2018)

Robin on Dr. Ford vs. Kavanaugh, lesbophobia in retirement homes, Somalia’s FGM deaths, and how the Koch Brothers miscalculated. Guests: Erica Gonzalez on Puerto Rico’s hurricane anniversary; Maya Dusenbery on Doing Harm, her exposé of medicine today.
WMC LIVE WITH ROBIN MORGAN
WINNER

2019 EMMA
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WOMEN’S MEDIA CENTER
LIVE WITH ROBIN MORGAN
HILARIOUS.
AUDACIOUS.
CONTROVERSIAL.

Women’s Media Center
Live with Robin Morgan.


Automatically downloadable by subscription on iTunes.

@wmcLive        facebook.com/wmcLive
wmclive.com
womensmediacenter.com
Women’s Media Center website — wmclive.com

WMC LIVE

WMC Live
Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan is a nationally syndicated American radio show with an international audience in 110 countries and available on iTunes and Stitcher.

About Robin Morgan
An award-winning poet, novelist, political theorist, feminist activist, journalist, editor, and best-selling author, Robin Morgan has published seven poetry collections (including her recent book of poems, Dark Matter), four novels, and eleven books of nonfiction on social justice issues—primarily feminism—including her best-seller The Demon Lover: The Roots of Terrorism, and the now-classic anthologies Sisterhood is Powerful, Sisterhood Is Global, and Sisterhood Is Forever.

Her fourth novel, Parallax, is now available everywhere.

A recipient of the National Endowment for the Arts Prize (Poetry) and numerous other honors, and a former editor-in-chief of Ms. magazine, she co-founded The Sisterhood Is Global Institute with Simone de Beauvoir and co-founded the Women’s Media Center with Jane Fonda and Gloria Steinem. An architect and leader of contemporary U.S. feminism, she has also been a leader in the international women’s movement for 35 years.

WMC Live #336: The Vice Presidency. (Original Airdate 1/24/2021)
Robin’s take on the weird, sometimes hilarious, often mocked, previously ignored office of the Vice President, and its transformation. Also, Joe Biden’s executive orders, and what’s next.

WMC Live #335: Inauguration. (Original Airdate 1/17/2021)
Robin on presidential inaugerals—the good, the bad, and the ugly—a capitol under attack and under armed guard, an embattled Republic, a previous friend, and a hinged white orchid.

WMC Live #334: A Holiday Story. (Original Airdate 12/13/2020)
After 2020—The Year We’re Delighted To Leave—Robin reads “The Handmaid of the Holy Man,” a special story from her new novel, Parallax (Sphinx Press), to cleanse the palate for 2021, and to measure the soul.

WMC Live #333: The Real Conversation: Mary Trump. (Original Airdate 12/6/2020)
The interview you won’t hear anywhere else: Robin and Mary Trump in an analysis that targets Trump’s enablers and authoritarianism—and it gets personal.
Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan AWARDS

Win: First Place — Exceptional Merit in Media Award Broadcast/Advocacy
“Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan”
EMMA - Exceptional Merit in Media Award 2019
National Women’s Political Caucus (NWPC)

Win: Women’s Talk Radio Host of the Year 2018
Robin Morgan for “Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan”
TMT Magazine 2018 Media Awards

Win: Digital Excellence Award 2018
“Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan”
The Communicator Awards
Academy of Interactive and Visual Arts

Win: Most Inspirational Woman in Broadcast Radio — USA, 2017
“Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan”
2017 Media Awards
AI Global Media

Win: Best International Woman Empowerment Podcast
“Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan”
Excellence in Media Awards 2016
TMT News

Win: Most Outstanding International Women’s Empowerment Podcast
“Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan”
Global Excellence Awards Acquisition 2016

Win: Honorable Mention “Women’s Media Center Live with Robin Morgan”
EMMA — Exceptional Merit in Media Award 2016
The National Women’s Political Caucus (NWPC)
ROBIN & WOMEN’S MEDIA AWARDS
WMC FEATURES
Elegy for Innocence

Looking on the Bright Side

Why we need to rein in the tech monopolies

Dancing Into Shadow: For Kate

Robin Morgan on the terrorist mystique

Gloria Steinem and Robin Morgan: On Gloria’s new book and the value of life on the road

All of Robin’s WMC Features are available here: https://womensmediacenter.com/profile/robin-morgan
Six crucial questions for all presidential candidates

What to Make of the Jill Abramson Firing

Still Speaking Truth: Anita Hill in a Conversation With Robin Morgan

The Major News Story Nobody’s Running

Cry Foul at Wimbledon

All of Robin’s WMC Features are available here:
https://womensmediacenter.com/profile/robin-morgan
Action Alert & Interview Transcript: Saudi Activist Women Facing Jail for Bringing Abused Woman Food

Reassuring Men—The Real Issue Behind Gun Control

The Personal Is Political—Yet Again

Witch Burnings in Papua New Guinea—in 2013!

Dr. Vandana Shiva—The New Delhi Rape and Globalization

All of Robin’s WMC Features are available here: https://womensmediacenter.com/profile/robin-morgan
The Longest, Darkest Night of the Year

Behind the Headlines—Sharing the Spotlight with David Petraeus

Letters from Ground Zero IV

Faith-healing: A Modest Proposal on Religious Fundamentalism

Occupying the Occupy Movement

When Bad News is Good News—Notes of a Feminist News Junkie

All of Robin’s WMC Features are available here: https://womensmediacenter.com/profile/robin-morgan
"In Cairo: A Birth" a Poem by Egyptian Feminist Writer Mona Helmy

Moose, Mousse, and Spalinism

Robin Morgan: ‘When Sisterhood Is Suicide and Other Late Night Thoughts’

Finally! The UN Gets One Right

Goodbye To All That (#2)

All of Robin’s WMC Features are available here:
https://womensmediacenter.com/profile/robin-morgan
The Four Solstice Miracles

L’Chaim! A Celebration of Grace Paley

Robin Morgan and Anna Quindlen on the Media, Politics, and Change

Beyond Imus—It’s the Hypocrisy, Stupid!

The Surge: Moral Waivers and Legal Triage

All of Robin’s WMC Features are available here:
https://womensmediacenter.com/profile/robin-morgan
Fighting Words—A Toolkit for Combating the Religious Right

Manhood and Moral Waivers

All of Robin’s WMC Features are available here:
https://womensmediacenter.com/profile/robin-morgan
WMC SHESOURCE
An award-winning poet, novelist, political theorist, feminist activist, journalist, editor, and best-selling author, Robin Morgan has published seven poetry collections (including her recent book of poems, Dark Matten), four novels, and eleven books of nonfiction on social justice issues—primarily feminism—including her best-seller The Demon Lover, The Roots of Terrorism, and the now-classic anthologies Sisterhood Is Global, and Sisterhood Is Forever.

Her fourth novel, Parallar, is now available everywhere.

A recipient of the National Endowment for the Arts Prize (Poetry) and numerous other honors, and a former editor-in-chief of Ms. magazine, she co-founded The Sisterhood Is Global Institute with Simone de Beauvoir and co-founded the Women’s Media Center with Jane Fonda and Gloria Steinem. An architect and leader of contemporary U.S. feminism, she has also been a leader in the international women’s movement for 35 years.
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